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Abstract: Robotic systems have been widely used in various industries, so the security of commu-
nication between robots and their components has become an issue that needs to be focused on.
As a framework for developing robotic systems, the security of ROS2 (Robot Operating System
2) can directly affect the security of the upper-level robotic systems. Therefore, it is a worthwhile
research topic to detect and analyze the security of ROS2. In this study, we adopted a formal ap-
proach to analyze the security of the communication mechanism of ROS2. First, we used a state
transition system to model the potential vulnerabilities of ROS2 based on the ROS2 communication
mechanism and the basic process of penetration testing. Secondly, we introduced a CIA model
based on the established vulnerability model and used linear temporal logic to define its security
properties. Then, we designed and implemented a vulnerability detection tool for ROS2 applications
based on the vulnerability model and security properties. Finally, we experimentally tested some
ROS2-based applications, and the results show that ROS2 has vulnerabilities without additional
protection safeguards.

Keywords: robotic system; ROS2; communication mechanisms; security and safety analysis; formal
method

1. Introduction

Robotic systems, as a representative of advanced automation technology, have been
widely used in various industries, including but not limited to home service [1–3], health-
care [4–6], public safety [7,8], and many other fields. The Top 5 Robot Trends 2021 [9],
published by the International Federation of Robotics, shows that the annual installations
of industrial robots more than tripled between 2010 and 2019, and the global sales of
professional service robots increased by 32% to $11.2 billion in 2018–2019. These figures
fully demonstrate the huge potential of the robotics market. As robotic systems become
more and more intelligent and autonomous, the interaction and communication between
system nodes and between the system and the external world are rapidly increasing. How
to test, analyze, and enhance the security of robotic systems have become critical issues as
there may be a large amount of confidential or private data in the communication network,
and any failure in this network may also lead to data leakage or system failure [10–12].

In the Robot Operating System (ROS) [13], a widely used framework for robotics
application development, communication among various components, known as nodes, is
facilitated through a publish–subscribe messaging system. Nodes can publish messages
to specific topics, and other nodes can subscribe to those topics to receive the messages.
This communication mechanism is powerful for building complex robotic systems but
initially lacked robust security features, leaving it susceptible to various vulnerabilities and
attacks [14].
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Similar to ROS, ROS2 does not have a unified standard for security measurement, so
we analyzed its security using the CIA model, which is common in information security.
In addition, we formally modeled the communication security vulnerabilities of ROS2,
designed and developed a vulnerability scanning tool for ROS2 based on the model we saw,
and finally tested and analyzed the security of specific ROS2 applications with this tool.

The main work of this article is as follows:

• For the different communication mechanisms of ROS2, we formally modeled and
analyzed the potential vulnerabilities in it and, at the same time, formally expressed
the CIA properties as the security properties;

• Based on the established vulnerability model and security properties, we designed
and developed an ROS2 vulnerability detection tool. The tool detects vulnerabilities
in the ROS2 system by means of a reachability analysis and analyzes which properties
in the ROS2 CIA are damaged by the detected vulnerabilities.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we list some of the related
work. In Section 3, we present the possible communication security vulnerabilities in
the different communication mechanisms of ROS2. In Section 4, we formally model and
analyze the proposed communication security vulnerability model and the CIA properties
that ROS2 needs to satisfy. In Section 5, we present the design and implementation of
ROS2Tester, a ROS2 vulnerability detection tool. In Section 6, we discuss the implemen-
tation environment that we built for ROS2 security testing and tested using ROS2Tester.
In Section 7, the work of this article is summarized, and future research directions are pre-
sented.

2. Related Work

The Robot Operating System (ROS), as a widely used framework for robot application
development, was not designed initially with adequate consideration of its security, making
ROS-based robot systems also vulnerable to security attacks, such as information theft,
tampering, and denial-of-service attacks [14]. These security issues pose potential threats
and risks to both the robot itself and the environment in which the robot is applied, so it
becomes critical to protect the security of the ROS.

At the early stage of ROS development, most of researchers’ studies on its communica-
tion security were focused on a specific system rather than on the ROS itself, and the objects
of research were rather fragmented and specific, such as rescue robots [15,16], household
robots [17,18], telemedicine robots [19,20], and drones [21]. Risk analyses also focused on
remote communication and control security, such as efficient remote authentication [22],
telemedicine protocols [23], etc. These studies reflect the lack of a unified underlying
framework for robots, and the research on robot security has not focused on the underlying
architecture of ROS/ROS2.

Of course, in addition to the security of the ROS itself, the security of the “computer”
running the robotic system is equally important. In the official community, researchers have
isolated a number of possible attackers from a network and authentication perspective [24].
Benjamin Breiling secured an ROS on a peer-to-peer basis through the direct interaction
between publishers and subscribers, thus strengthening the authenticity and integrity of
the communication at the application layer [25].

With the gradual maturity of ROS development, more and more researchers have
begun to focus on the impact of the communication security of the ROS framework itself
on the security of the entire robot system, and a large number of research results on ROS
security analysis and security solutions have emerged. In order to achieve an in-depth
analysis of ROS communication security, researchers have explored and summarized it
from many different directions. Among them, researchers have tested the communication
security vulnerabilities of ROSs from the perspective of simulated attacks by means of
penetration testing [26], of which the typical testing tools are ROSPenTo [27] and ROS-
ploit [28]. ROSPenTo is the first tool to achieve a vulnerability attack on the communication
of ROS nodes, parameters, topics, etc., and ROSploit adds network scanning and other
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expansion functions on the basis of the former to make it more suitable for practical scenar-
ios. Based on the ROSPenTo tool, researchers have successfully verified that ROSs have
security vulnerabilities such as to unauthorized publication, unauthorized data access, and
denial-of-service attacks [29], and they have proposed a security protection solution in the
direction of the application layer for solving such problems. In addition, some researchers
have also conducted research using formal methods for verifying the security and reliability
of the ROS communication [30] using runtime verification to enable the state monitoring of
a running robotic system [31].

Along with the security analysis of ROSs, in order to enhance the security of a ROS, a
number of researchers have proposed a series of schemes, most of which use encryption
and authentication mechanisms. However, these solutions cannot fully protect against
sophisticated security attacks, so other researchers have explored many other directions
for ROS security. ROS_Immunity [32] integrates internal system defenses, external system
authentication, and automated vulnerability detection with Secure–ROS [33] together to
provide a set of defenses for ROSs against malicious attackers.

In 2014, the official ROS community introduced a robotic operating system, ROS2,
in order to improve the system’s real-time performance and security. Compared to the
ROS, the ROS2 middleware framework is based on the DDS (Data Distribution Service)
protocol, which provides better performance and security, and therefore, the latest robot
manufacturers prefer ROS2-based applications. Although ROS2 uses DDS Security and
SROS2 [34] to enhance its security and usability, it is not absolutely secure. The official ROS
community has posted vulnerabilities in the robotic system from hardware to software [35],
and the vulnerabilities regarding the ROS2 level are highly relevant to the work of this
article. On the one hand, the security problems existing in ROS may not be fully solved
by ROS2, and on the other hand, ROS2 itself may also have new security problems. Some
early studies [36,37] have analyzed the security and performance of ROS2 and SROS2 in a
comprehensive way, trying to find out the balance between the two. At the same time, some
other articles [36,38] have shown that SROS2 still has flaws at present through conducting
a security analysis of DDS Security and SROS2.

3. ROS2 Communication Security Vulnerability

In this section, we present potential communication security vulnerabilities based on
the ROS2 communication mechanism. And we explain the principle and attack flow of
these vulnerabilities.

3.1. Security Vulnerability of Topic Communication

In topic communication, nodes can act as publishers or subscribers. Publisher nodes
are responsible for publishing specific types of messages to topics, while subscriber nodes
receive messages by subscribing to the same topics. The communication between publishers
and subscribers of a topic is asynchronous. Publishers can publish messages to multiple
subscribers, and subscribers can receive messages from multiple publishers at the same
time. During the communication process, the publisher nodes serialize the message data
into binary format and send it to the topic through the communication layer of ROS2.
Subscriber nodes obtain the information sent by publishers by receiving and deserializing
the message data.

(1) Stealing basic data of the topic
In addition to the sensitive data contained within the message, the topic itself has
information with some data used for publication or subscription, such as topic name,
topic type, and so on. According to the DDS discovery protocol, any other node in
the same communication domain can access the data information of the topic without
additional protection for ROS2 communication. Therefore, as long as the intruder node
is able to join the communication domain where the target is located, it is able to steal
the information of the target topic. Then, the intruder can steal the data like the ROS2
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network structure, and may carry out further intrusion into the ROS2 communication
based on the obtained data.

(2) Unauthorized subscription
In the ROS2 topic communication mechanism, any node can subscribe to any topic
without authorization to obtain the message data. An intruder can use this vulnera-
bility to steal messages from an application, resulting in the disclosure of important
system data or user’s privacy data. Since any node can subscribe to any topic without
authorization, an intruder can create a malicious node to impersonate a subscriber
after obtaining the data related to the target topic so as to obtain the data in the topic.

(3) Unauthorized publication
Similar to unauthorized subscription, nodes in ROS2 are able to publish messages
to any topic without authorization, which may be used by intruders to inject false
data or commands into applications, thus interfering with their normal operation and
causing undesirable consequences. Before carrying out the attack, the intruder first
needs to obtain the relevant parameters of the target topic, such as topic name and
topic type. Then, the intruder creates a malicious node in the domain where the target
topic is located and creates a publisher on that node. Finally, based on the obtained
topic name and topic type, the intruder can forge false messages recognizable to the
target topic, which the target topic will publish to all the nodes subscribed to the topic.

3.2. Security Vulnerability of Service Communication

Service communication is a communication mechanism based on a request–response
model. In service communication, a node can provide a service or invoke a service. The
service server node registers a particular service and defines the data types of the request
and response. When another node invokes the service, the request is sent to the server-side
node, which performs the appropriate computation or operation and sends the result back
to the client node as a response.

(1) Stealing basic service data
In addition to the sensitive data contained within the ROS2 service, the service itself
has some data information, such as the service name, service type, etc., based on
which the client node can send a request to the specified service. According to the
DDS discovery protocol, any other node in the same communication domain can
access the data information of the service without the additional protection of ROS2
communication. Therefore, as long as the intruder node joins the communication
domain where the target is located, it can steal the information of the target service.
Then, the intruder may realize the theft of data, such as of the ROS2 network structure,
and carry out further intrusion into the service communication.

(2) Unauthorized service call
In ROS2 communication, any node in the same communication domain can make calls
to services in the domain and receive responses. Therefore, on the basis of stealing
the basic data of a service, the intruder can also communicate with the target service
based on these data and send malicious requests to the target service, thus successfully
stealing the sensitive ROS2 data or issuing malicious commands to the ROS2 nodes,
which can cause serious consequences.

3.3. Security Vulnerability of Action Communication

Action communication combines the characteristics of topics and services. In action
communication, a node can act as a target node, a feedback node, or a result node of an
action. The target node sends a goal to the action server and waits for the server to execute
the relevant action. During execution, the action server sends periodic feedback to the
feedback node so that the target node can understand the execution progress of the action.
When the action is completed, the result node receives the final result.

(1) Stealing basic action data
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In addition to the sensitive data contained within the ROS2 service, the action itself
has some data information, such as the action name, action type, etc., based on which
the client node can send a request to the specified service. According to the DDS
discovery protocol, any other node in the same communication domain can access the
information of the action without the additional protection. Therefore, the intruder
node is able to join the communication domain and steal the data of the target’s actions,
thus realizing the stealing of basic data, and may carry out further intrusion into the
action communication.

(2) Unauthorized action call
In ROS2 communication, any node in the same communication domain can make calls
to actions in the domain and receive responses and feedback. Therefore, the intruder
can also communicate with the target action based on these data and send malicious
requests to the target action based on stealing the basic data of the action, successfully
stealing sensitive ROS2 data or issuing malicious commands to the ROS2 nodes.

4. Modeling of Security Vulnerability

In this section, we formally model seven ROS2 communication security vulnerabilities
using a transition system. Based on the ROS2 communication process and the attack flow
of an intruder node, the model M = {S, Σ, δ, I} can be built based on the following:

• S is the set of all states in the system;
• Σ is the set of actions, representing all the actions in the system;
• δ = S × Σ × S denotes the transition relationship between the states in the system;
• I denotes the set of initial states of the system.

In addition, based on the model developed, we use linear temporal logic (LTL) [39] to
represent the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of the CIA security properties. LTL
formulates over the set AP of atomic propositions are formed according to the following
grammar:

φ ::= true | a | φ1 ∧ φ2 | ¬φ | Xφ | φ1Uφ2

where a ∈ AP, X means “next”, and U means “until”. LTL’s explanations are all given in
an infinite trajectory as follows:

• a: a holds at the current time, and in the trajectory, it behaves as if it holds at the
first position.

• Xφ: φ holds at the next time point and holds at the second position in the trajectory.
• φ1Uφ2: φ1 holds until φ2 holds.
• Fφ: Fφ = true U a, which means that φ holds sometime in the future.
• Gφ: Gφ = ¬ F¬φ, which means that φ always holds in the future.

LTL is particularly well suited to modeling the dynamic behavior of systems, especially
those properties that involve temporal order and persistence. The following are some of the
types of properties that can be modeled with LTL: liveness, responsiveness, fairness, etc.

4.1. Modeling of Topic Security Vulnerability
4.1.1. Vulnerability Model

In Section 2, we introduced three vulnerabilities in the ROS2 topic communication
mechanism, namely, stealing the basic data of the topic, unauthorized subscription, and
unauthorized publication. And in the following, we will model each of these three vulnera-
bilities as M1, M2, and M3.

In our work, we built the model for stealing basic data of the topic as follows:

M1 = {S1, Σ1, δ1, I1}

where the following are considered:

• S1 = {idle, check1, auth, comm, wait_t, check2, success, f ail}.
There are eight states in S1. In these states, idle denotes the initial state of the vulner-
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ability model; check1 denotes the state to check about whether the intruder can be
authorized; auth denotes that the intruder node can be an authorized node; comm
denotes that the intruder node is already able to communicate with the target; wait_t
indicates that the intruder node waits to receive information about the target topic;
check2 denotes the state to check about whether the intruder can obtain the basic data
of the topic; and success and f ail represent whether the topic information has been
successfully obtained or not, respectively.

• Σ1 = {authorized, get_domain, get_topic, return_topic}.
authorized denotes to determine whether the node is an authorized node; get_domain
denotes to get the communication domain where the target topic is located; and get_topic
denotes to get the information of the target topic. authorized, get_domain, get_topic, and
return_topic are channels that are used to communicate with the ROS2 communication
model.

• The initial state set I1 = {idle}.
• The transition relationship δ1 between the states is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Stealing the basic data of the topic.

The model for the unauthorized subscription is

M2 = {S2, Σ2, δ2, I2}

where the following are considered:

• S2 = {idle, check1, auth, comm, wait_t, check2, sub, wait_m, success, f ail}.
There are ten states in S2. In these states, sub indicates that the intruder node can
subscribe to the target topic; wait_m indicates that the intruder node waits for the
topic that has been subscribed to; and success and f ail represent whether or not it
successfully subscribed to and received the messages in the topic, respectively. The
rest of the states have the same meaning as in S1.

• Σ2 = {authorized, get_domain, get_topic, return_topic, subscribe, publish, timeout}.
subscribe and publish are channels. The intruder node sends a request to the subscribe
topic through channel subscribe and receives the topic through channel publish. If it
cannot receive a message for a long time, it will receive a timeout response through
channel timeout. The rest of the states have the same meaning as in Σ1.

• The initial state set I2 = {idle}.
• The transition relationship δ2 between the states is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Unauthorized subscription.
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The model for unauthorized publication is

M3 = {S3, Σ3, δ3, I3}

where the following are considered:

• S3 = {idle, check1, auth, comm, wait_t, check2, pub, wait_m, success, f ail}.
There are ten states in S3. In these states, pub indicates that the intruder node publishes
a message to the target topic; success and f ail represent whether it has successfully
published a fake message to the topic or not, respectively. The meanings of the
remaining states are the same as in S1.

• Σ3 = {authorized, get_domain, get_topic, return_topic, f akemsg, publish}.
f akemsg means to fake a fake message based on the topic information obtained, and
publish means to publish a message to the target topic. The rest of the actions have
the same meaning as Σ2.

• The initial state set I3 = {idle}.
• The transition relationship δ3 between states is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Unauthorized publication.

4.1.2. Security Specification

ROS2 topic confidentiality requires that only authorized nodes have access to the topic
data, which can be broken down into the following two points:

• Only authorized nodes can access the information (topic name, topic type) of topics in
the communication domain. The ROS2 node should satisfy

G(¬((auth → F(wait_t)) → F(success)))

• Only authorized subscriber nodes can successfully subscribe to the target topic. The
ROS2 subscriber node should satisfy

G(¬((auth → F(sub)) → F(success)))

Thus, ROS2 topic confidentiality can be expressed as

G(¬((auth → F(wait_t)) → F(success))∧
¬((auth → F(sub)) → F(success)))

(1)

ROS2’s topic integrity requires that only authorized nodes can modify the topic’s data,
and only authorized publisher nodes can post messages to the topic, which means there
is no unauthorized publisher node that can post messages to the topic. Thus, ROS2 topic
integrity can be expressed as

G(¬((auth → F(pub)) → F(success))) (2)

Topic availability in ROS2 requires that authorized subscriber nodes must be able to
subscribe to messages in the target topic, and authorized publishers must be able to publish
messages to the target topic, which can be formulated as follows:

G(¬((auth → F(sub)) → F(success))∧
¬((auth → F(pub)) → F(success))

(3)
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4.2. Modeling of Service Security Vulnerability

In Section 2, we introduced two vulnerabilities in the ROS2 Service communication
mechanism: stealing the basic data of a service and unauthorized service calls. And in the
following, we will model M4 and M5 for each of these two vulnerabilities.

4.2.1. Vulnerability Model

The model for stealing basic data of service is

M4 = {S4, Σ4, δ4, I4}

where the following are considered:

• S4 = {idle, check1, auth, comm, wait_s, check2, success, f ail}.
There are eight states in S4. In these states, idle denotes the initial state of the vulnera-
bility model; auth denotes that the intruder node used to detect the vulnerability is an
authorized node; comm denotes that the intruder node has been able to communicate
with the target; wait_s denotes that the intruder node waits to receive a message from
the target’s service; and success and f ail denote, respectively, whether the message in
the service is successfully acquired or not.

• Σ4 = {authorized, get_domain, get_service, return_service}.
authorized denotes to make the intruder node be an authorized node; get_domain de-
notes to get the communication domain where the target service is located; get_service
denotes to get the information of the target service, and the intruder can obtain the
data of the service through channel return_service.

• The initial state set I4 = {idle}.
• The transition relationship between the states δ is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Stealing basic data of service.

The model for unauthorized service call is

M5 = {S5, Σ5, δ5, I5}

where the following are considered:

• S5 = {idle, check1, auth, comm, wait_s, check2, service, call, success, f ail}.
There are ten states in S5. In these states, service denotes that the intruder has obtained
the data of the service; call denotes that the intruder has sent a service request to the
ROS2 system; and success and f ail represent whether the response was successfully
received or not, respectively.

• Σ5 = {authorized, get_domain, get_service, request_s, return_service, response_s, timeout}.
request_s means to send the service request, and response_s means to receive the ser-
vice response. The rest of the actions have the same meaning as in S5;

• The initial state set I5 = {idle}.
• The transition relationship between the states δ5 is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Unauthorized service call.

4.2.2. Security Specification

Service confidentiality in ROS2 requires that only authorized nodes have access to
data related to the service, which can be broken down into the following two points:

• Only authorized nodes can access the basic information (service name, service type)
of the service in the communication domain. So, the ROS2 node should satisfy

G(¬((auth → F(wait_s)) → F(success)))

• Only authorized client nodes can receive service responses sent by the server, and
only authorized server nodes can receive service requests sent by the client. So, the
ROS2 service client should satisfy

G(¬((auth → F(service)) → F(success)))

Thus, ROS2 service confidentiality can be expressed as

G(¬((auth → F(wait_s)) → F(success))∧
¬((auth → F(service)) → F(success)))

(4)

The service integrity of ROS2 requires that only authorized nodes can modify the data
of the service, and only authorized client nodes can send requests to the server node. Thus,
ROS2 service integrity can be expressed as

G(¬((auth → F(service)) → F(call))) (5)

Service availability in ROS2 requires that authorized service client nodes must be able
to send requests to the server, which can be formulated as follows:

G(¬((auth → F(service)) → F(success))) (6)

4.3. Modeling of Action Security Vulnerability

In Section 2, we introduced two vulnerabilities in the ROS2 action communication
mechanism: stealing basic the data of an action and unauthorized action calls. We will
model M6 and M7 for each of these two vulnerabilities in the following.

4.3.1. Vulnerability Model

The model for stealing basic data of action is

M6 = {S6, Σ6, δ6, I6}

where the following are considered:

• S6 = {idle, check1, auth, comm, wait_a, check2, success, f ail}.
There are eight states in S6. In these states, idle denotes the initial state of the vul-
nerability model; check1 denotes to check whether the intruder is authorized; auth
denotes that the intruder node used to detect the vulnerability is an authorized node;
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comm denotes that the intruder node is ready to communicate with the target; wait_a
denotes that the intruder node waits to receive the message from the target’s action;
check2 denotes whether the message of action is null; and success and f ail denote,
respectively, whether the response is successfully received or not.

• Σ6 = {authorized, get_domain, get_action, return_act}.
authorized indicates whether the node is an authorized node or not; get_domain in-
dicates the communication domain where the target action is located; get_action
indicates that the intruder requests to get the information of the target action; and
return_act indicates that the intruder has received the information.

• The initial state set I6 = {idle}.
• The transition relationship between the states δ is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Stealing basic data of action.

The model for unauthorized action call is

M7 = {S7, Σ7, δ7, I7}

where the following are considered:

• S7 = {idle, check1, auth, comm, wait_a, check2, action, call, success, f ail}.
There are ten states in S7. In these states, action denotes that the intruder node is ready
to send a request; call indicates that the intruder has finished sending the request and
is waiting for a response from the server; and success and f ail represent whether or
not the response was successfully received, respectively. And the other states are the
same as in S6.

• Σ7 = {authorized, get_domain, get_action, return_act, request_a, response_a, timeout}.
request_a means to send a request for the action, and response_a means to receive the
response of the action.

• The initial state set I7 = {idle}.
• The transition relationship between the states δ is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Unauthorized action call.

4.3.2. Security Specification

ROS2 action confidentiality requires that only authorized nodes have access to data
related to the action, which can be broken down into the following two points:
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• Only authorized nodes can access the basic information (action name, action type) of
actions in the communication domain, so the ROS2 node should satisfy

G(¬((auth → F(wait_a)) → F(success)))

• Only authorized client nodes can receive action responses and feedback sent by the
server, and only authorized server nodes can receive action requests sent by the client.
So, the action client should satisfy

G(¬((auth → F(action)) → F(success)))

Thus, the action confidentiality can be expressed as

G(¬((auth → F(wait_a)) → F(success))∧
¬((auth → F(action)) → F(success)))

(7)

ROS2’s action integrity requires that only authorized nodes can modify the action’s
data, and only authorized client nodes can send requests to server nodes, which can be
formulated as follows:

G(¬((auth → F(action)) → F(call))) (8)

Action availability in ROS2 requires that authorized service client nodes must be able
to send requests to the server, which can be formulated as follows:

G(¬((auth → F(action)) → F(success))) (9)

5. ROS2 Communication Security Vulnerability Detection Method

In order to analyze ROS2 security, we designed and developed ROS2Tester, a tool for
the vulnerability detection of the ROS2 system. In this section, we describe and illustrate
the design and implementation of the tool.

5.1. Framework of Method

In order to test and analyze the impact of the above attacks on ROS2 applications, we
designed a vulnerability detection method and tool for ROS2 in which these attacks have
been implemented and integrated. Our method was designed to detect potential security
vulnerabilities in ROS2 systems by conducting penetration testing [40]. This method
comprises two modules: a communication domain scanning module and a vulnerability
detection module, as shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Framework of method.
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The domain scanning module uses network port scanning to locate ROS2 systems
running in the LAN. The vulnerability detection module scans for vulnerabilities according
to a formal method and generates a vulnerability detection report. This report includes
details of the detection target, information about the vulnerabilities detected in the target,
and the results of vulnerability attacks. It provides a comprehensive analysis of the security
issues identified in the scanned ROS2 system.

5.2. Domain Scanning Module

The communication domain scanning module is responsible for detecting active ROS2
systems in the local area network (LAN) and passing their communication domain IDs to
the vulnerability detection module. The module is composed of three parts: pre-scan port
calculation, port scanning, and ROS2 node scanning. The overall flow of the module is
shown in Figure 9.

As per the DDS protocol, ROS2 nodes in the same communication domain can discover
and communicate with each other. To determine the communication domain ID of the
ROS2 system, this module performs a UDP port scan in reverse. To optimize the scanning
efficiency, ROS2Tester calculates all UDP ports that may be utilized for ROS2 communi-
cation using the DDS discovery protocol before conducting port scanning, resulting in a
pre-scanned port list.

To obtain the pre-scanned port list, the module employs the DDS discovery protocol,
which has a discovery broadcast port in each DDS communication domain for mutual
discovery between nodes in the communication domain. The port and the domain ID have a
corresponding transformation relationship, which is determined by the following formula:

DiscoveryMulticastPort = PB + DG ∗ DomainID (10)

Here, PB is a constant value of 7400, which indicates the starting port number, i.e., the
discovery broadcast port of the domain with DomainID 0, and DG is a constant value of
250, which indicates the maximum number of ports that can be included in a domain.

Figure 9. Domain scanning module.

As the communication domain ID of ROS2 ranges from 0 to 232, the pre-scanned port
list can be calculated accordingly. Subsequently, ROS2Tester employs the network scanning
tool Nmap [41] to scan the ports sequentially in the pre-scanned port list. If the port is
active, it conducts a node scan to confirm whether a ROS2 node is running on it. If a ROS2
node is found, the module returns the corresponding domain ID. If not, it continues to scan
the next port.
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5.3. Vulnerability Detection Module

The vulnerability detection module is used to simulate an intruder and perform
network attacks on the ROS2 application to test its security. According to the type of
ROS2 communication mechanism. The module is divided into three sub-modules: a
topic vulnerability detection module, service vulnerability detection module, and action
vulnerability detection module.

5.3.1. Topic Vulnerability Detection Module

In the Topic Vulnerability Detection Module, the tool mainly carries out the three
attacks of stealing the basic data of the topic, unauthorized subscription, and unauthorized
publication to detect vulnerabilities in the target system. And the tool also performs
runtime verification in the process of vulnerability detection. The implementation flow of
this module is shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10. Topic vulnerability detection module.

The left side of the figure shows the vulnerability detection function for a running
ROS2 system. First, the tool will discover the target system based on the aforementioned
communication domain scanning module. Then, the tool will establish an intruder node
and link it into the communication of that system. After successfully joining the commu-
nication network, the intruder node will create a daemon node, which will be used to
continuously obtain the information of other nodes. Finally, the intruder will obtain the
type of message in the topic by calling the ROS2 API to detect the vulnerability of stealing
the basic data of the topic.

Based on the topic name and topic type, the module first creates an attacker node in
the target domain and then creates subscribers on this node for subscribing to the target
topic. Finally, the attacker node is launched to subscribe to the target topic and obtain the
data in the target topic. Similarly, the module can also send false data to the target topic by
creating a publisher, and all the subscribers of the topic will be subjected to the false data to
detect unauthorized publication vulnerability.

During the entire vulnerability detection process, the tool will record the behavior
and state changes of the intruder and the system at the same time. Then, this information
will correspond to the vulnerability models. Based on this, the tool will perform a runtime
verification of the system, to verify whether it meets the confidentiality, integrity, and
availability under different vulnerability attacks. The verification results will be included
in the inspection report together with the vulnerability detection results. The specific
implementation interface is shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. Topic vulnerability detection module.

5.3.2. Service Vulnerability Detection Module

In this module, we use two types of attacks to detect vulnerabilities: stealing the basic
data of a service and unauthorized service calls. If successful, these attacks indicate the
existence of vulnerabilities in the target system. The implementation flow of this module is
shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12. Service vulnerability detection module.

To carry out an unauthorized service call attack, an attacker can obtain the basic data
of a service, including its name, type, and interface information, by creating daemon nodes.
With this information, the attacker can create an intruder node and service client on the
target domain, assign parameters, and issue a request to the server, waiting for a response.

The impact of the attack on the ROS2 application depends on the service function. If
the function is related to data access, the attack may compromise the data confidentiality of
the ROS2 application. However, if the function is related to data or command writing, the
attack may compromise the data integrity of the ROS2 application.

As with the topic vulnerability detection module, during the entire vulnerability
detection process, the tool will record the intruder and the system at the times of behavior
and state changes, and then the stealing-of-basic-service-data vulnerability model and
unauthorized service call model will be verified. Finally, the results of the verification will
be written into the detection report.

5.3.3. Action Vulnerability Detection Module

In the action vulnerability detection module, we mainly detect vulnerabilities in the
target system using two kinds of attacks, namely, stealing the basic data of an action and
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unauthorized action calls, and if an attack is successful, the corresponding vulnerability
exists in the target system. The implementation flow of this module is shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13. Action vulnerability detection module.

The basic data of an action include its name, type, and interface information. With
these data obtained using a daemon node, an attacker can make unauthorized action calls.
The attacker can create an intruder node in the target domain, call the relevant API to create
an action client on this node, assign parameters required for the action request, and send
the request to the action server, waiting for feedback and a response. Depending on the
function of the invoked action, this attack can be classified as either a confidentiality or
integrity attack, similar to an unauthorized service attack.

Similarly, during the entire vulnerability detection process, the tool will record the
intruder and the system at the times of behavior and state changes. And then the stealing-of-
basic-action-data vulnerability model and unauthorized action call model will be verified.
Finally, the results of the verification will be written into the detection report.

In addition to implementing target-specific functionality, the tool also automates the
detection of vulnerabilities across the entire ROS2 application throughout the vulnerability
detection module. When choosing to perform an attack manually, the user can select a
specific target, such as a topic or service, and then manually assign values to the parameters
required for the attack so that the appropriate parameter values can make the results of the
attack more obvious. The goal of automated vulnerability detection, on the other hand, is
to quickly detect vulnerabilities in an entire ROS2 application in order to find the parts of it
that could be attacked.

6. Experiment

In order to test the usability of ROS2Tester and the security vulnerabilities of the ROS2
system, we set up a series of experiments. In this section, we describe the environment
setup and the results of the experiments.

6.1. Experiment Environment

In order to test the usability of the tool and the communication security of the ROS2
system, we used three hosts in the same LAN to build the required experimental network
environment, with the same hardware and software configurations for the three hosts.

The experimental network environment is shown in Figure 14. Host A and host B
form an ROS2 system in which ROS2 nodes will be created for communication during
the experiment; host C acts as an intruder and attacks the ROS2 system of host A and
B components.
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Figure 14. Experimental environment.

In this experiment, in order to detect the security vulnerabilities of the three commu-
nication mechanisms of ROS2 topics, services, and actions in a complete way, we ran the
systems that carry out these three types of communication in hosts A and B. The specific
information is shown in Figure 15.

Figure 15. ROS2 system communication structure.

In this system, topic communication is carried out between a node talker and node
listener. The name of the topic is chatter, and the data type of the transmitted message in the
topic is String. Service communication is carried out between the node service client and
node service server. The service client sends a service request to the server and transmits
two integer values of type Int64. The service server performs an addition operation on
these two integers and transmits an integer value of type Int64 as a response. Action
communication is performed between the node action client and node action server. The
action client sends a target request to the server and transmits a data of type String. The
action server processes the data, controls the drawing of a circle on its own canvas, and
sends a response of type String.

Through the above experimental environment, we can achieve the testing and analysis
of the security of ROS2 in its default state, but in order to further analyze the security of
SROS2, we can protect all the nodes in the above hosts A and B with SROS2, and then we
can use ROS2Tester to carry out the same vulnerability detection, comparing the security
of SROS2 in the use of SROS2 and the inapplicability of SROS2 to the security changes.
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6.2. Results and Analysis
6.2.1. Runtime Verification Results

In this experiment, we performed a runtime verification of the ROS2 system to verify
that it can satisfy the communication security properties in case of some type of vulnerabil-
ity attack, as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Runtime verification results.

Type of Vulnerability
Security Property Confidentiality Integrity Availability

stealing basic data of the topic ✕ ✓ ✓

unauthorized subscription ✕ ✓ ✕

unauthorized publication ✕ ✕ ✕

stealing basic data of service ✕ ✓ ✓

unauthorized service call ✕ ✕ ✕

stealing basic data of action ✕ ✓ ✓

unauthorized action service ✕ ✕ ✕

In the table, “✓” indicates that the system still satisfies the corresponding security
attribute under the vulnerability attack corresponding to that row, and “✕” indicates that
the system does not satisfy the corresponding security attribute. For the stealing of the basic
data of the topic, unauthorized subscription, and unauthorized publication, confidentiality,
integrity, and availability in the table denote the relevant security attributes of the topic.
Similarly, stealing the basic data of a service and unauthorized service calls denote the
relevant security attributes of the service, and the action vulnerabilities denote the relevant
security attributes of the action.

From the experimental result data, it can be seen that for topic communication, the
stealing of basic data through the topic vulnerability attack only destroys the confidentiality
of the system. The unauthorized subscription destroys confidentiality and availability. The
unauthorized publication is capable of destroying all the three security attributes. Analyzed
in principle, the attacker’s theft of some basic information may only lead to the risk of data
leakage, and they are unable to inject malicious data into the system or affect the normal
communication between the system nodes. Therefore, these vulnerabilities cannot damage
the integrity or availability of the system.

Similarly, for service communication and action communication, the theft of basic
information cannot serve the purpose of data injection or the disruption of system com-
munication and, therefore, cannot compromise the integrity and availability of the system.
For unauthorized service calls and unauthorized action calls, they can be used both by
an attacker to steal confidential data from the system and to inject false data or malicious
commands into the system, so they have the capability of compromising all of the three
security properties.

6.2.2. Vulnerability Detection Result

In this experiment, we performed vulnerability testing on the system for all seven
vulnerabilities as a means of identifying the communication security vulnerabilities that
exist in the system. In addition, in order to test the actual effect of SROS2 on the security
enhancement of ROS2, as well as to contrast with ROS2, we built the system on the
framework of SROS2, which is consistent with the original experiment, and divided the
attackers into unauthorized nodes and authorized nodes to conduct the experiment to test
the degree of security protection of SROS2, and the results of the experiments are shown in
Table 2.
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Table 2. Detection results.

Attacker Node Type of Attack ROS2 SROS2

unauthorized node

stealing basic data of the topic ✓ ✕

unauthorized subscription ✓ ✕

unauthorized publication ✓ ✕

stealing basic data of service ✓ ✕

unauthorized service call ✓ ✕

stealing basic data of action ✓ ✕

unauthorized action call ✓ ✕

authorized node

stealing basic data of the topic ✓ ✓

unauthorized subscription ✓ ✓

unauthorized publication ✓ ✓

stealing basic data of service ✓ ✓

unauthorized service call ✓ ✓

stealing basic data of action ✓ ✓

unauthorized action call ✓ ✓

In the table, “✓” indicates that the system has the corresponding vulnerability. On
the contrary, “✕” indicates that the system does not have the corresponding vulnerability.
From the experimental results, we can see that regardless of whether the attacker is an
authorized node or not, the system built based on ROS2 has seven communication secu-
rity vulnerabilities. While the system built based on SROS2 can withstand these seven
vulnerability attacks from unauthorized nodes, but cannot withstand vulnerability attacks
from authorized attacker nodes. This shows that the authentication mechanism of SROS2
can indeed play a security role, but due to the lack of a reliable scheme for the remote
transmission of security profiles of SROS2 at present, there is a risk of being intercepted,
and the attacker can use the intercepted profiles to achieve identity authentication, thus
achieving the purpose of vulnerability attacks.

6.2.3. Tool Performance

Our tool, ROS2Tester, can currently detect seven types of security vulnerabilities, and
we can subsequently consider expanding the vulnerabilities detected, such as authentication
and other types of vulnerabilities. ROS2Tester can be run in an environment with various
versions of ROS2; the version of this experiment was ROS2 Foxy, and its performance is
shown in Figure 16.

To ensure that the vulnerability detection time for ROS2-based applications with
a large number of nodes is acceptable, we tested ROS2-based applications with a large
number of nodes. As shown in Figure 16, in order to fully evaluate the performance of
the tool, we evaluated systems consisting of 100, 500 and 1000 communicating entities
such as nodes or topics, respectively. The results show that the performance of the tool can
be affected by the communication frequency settings and the size of the communication
data in the system itself. In our tests, vulnerability scans for 1000 actions that manage
common tasks were completed in 15 min. These results suggest that while scanning time
increases linearly with the number of nodes or topics, the tool’s ability to quickly complete
vulnerability detection tasks is feasible even for larger systems when the system’s own
communication performance is good.
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Figure 16. Tool Performance.

6.3. Comparison of Related Tools

Since ROS2 is still in the development stage, there is no vulnerability detection tool for
ROS2 like ROS2Tester, but ROS and ROS2 have many similarities in terms of vulnerability
detection. Therefore, in order to better reflect the perfect function of ROS2Tester, we
compared ROS2Tester with ROSPenTo [27] and ROSploit [28].

ROSPenTo and ROSploit are both tools that use penetration testing to detect vulner-
abilities in ROS, and their implementation principles are basically the same. Since ROS
communication relies on the master node as the central node for communication, both tools
further control other nodes in the system by gaining control of the master node. Table 3
compares the vulnerabilities that can be detected by ROS2Tester, ROSPenTo, and ROSploit,
and it can be seen from the table that each of the three tools has its own focus.

Table 3. Comparison of tool detection vulnerability coverage.

Vulnerability Type
Tool Name ROS2Tester ROSPenTo ROSploit

stealing basic data of node ✓ ✓ ✓

Impersonating node identity ✓

stealing basic data of the topic ✓ ✓ ✓

unauthorized subscription ✓ ✓ ✓

unauthorized publication ✓ ✓ ✓

stealing basic data of service ✓ ✓

unauthorized service call ✓

stealing basic data of action ✓

unauthorized action call ✓

stealing basic data of parameter ✓ ✓

modify node parameter information ✓ ✓

As can be seen from Table 3, ROSploit and ROSPenTo focus more on vulnerabilities
related to accessing and modifying information on the ROS nodes themselves, as well as
security vulnerabilities related to parameter servers, while ROS2Tester focuses on security
vulnerabilities related to the three types of communication mechanisms: ROS2 topics,
services, and actions. Since publish–subscribe is the most commonly used communication
mechanism in ROS and ROS2, all three tools focus heavily on vulnerability detection in
this area. The difference is that ROS2Tester is not able to detect the vulnerabilities of node
impersonation and node parameter modification like the other two tools, which is mainly
due to the difference in the underlying communication architectures of ROS and ROS2.
ROS adopts a centralized communication model, where all the nodes need to be registered
and logged out of the master node, and all the nodes need to obtain parameters from the
global parameter server. All nodes need to subscribe to a global parameter server to obtain
parameters. As for ROS2, it adopts a distributed communication model. There is no central
node controlling all nodes, so it is impossible to control other nodes through malicious
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nodes and achieve the purpose of impersonating other nodes. Meanwhile, compared with
the global parameter server in ROS, ROS2 places more emphasis on the flexibility of the
distributed system, so the implementation of parameter service may be decentralized.
Therefore, it is also difficult for intruders to achieve the modification of node parameters.

7. Conclusions

In this study, we formally modeled common communication security vulnerabilities in
ROS2 applications and used LTL to represent the CIA security properties that ROS2 needs
to satisfy. In addition, we designed and developed a communication security vulnerability
detection tool for ROS2 based on a reachability analysis, through which we can detect the
existence of relevant security vulnerabilities in specific ROS2 applications and analyze
which property of the CIA security properties is broken by the detected vulnerabilities.

ROS2 is still in rapid development, but there is a lack of tools for security testing.
The work in this article explored some of these aspects, which are very favorable to
enhancing the security of ROS2. In the future, we will consider validating additional
security specifications such as authentication, identity authorization, etc. Also, we will
consider the use of runtime verification for vulnerability detection to ensure that the
purpose of security detection is achieved without interfering with the normal operation of
the system. In this study, we built formal models for ROS2 vulnerabilities and used these
models to verify security specifications. In future work, we will consider incorporating
these models into the runtime ROS2 system and verifying the security of the system at
runtime using the collected data information as input for the models. In fact, in this study,
we already integrated a runtime verification module into the tool. Our primary aim is to
isolate this module so that it can operate independently within the ROS2 system, serving a
function analogous to that of a monitor, The brief process of this is shown in Figure 17.

Figure 17. Overflow of future work.
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